Synthesis (carrier) signals in acoustic models embody assumptions about perception of auditory electric stimulation. This study compared speech intelligibility of consonants and vowels processed through a set of nine acoustic models that used Spectral Peak (SPEAK) and Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE)-like speech processing, using synthesis signals which were representative of signals used previously in acoustic models as well as two new ones. Performance of the synthesis signals was determined in terms of correspondence with cochlear implant (CI) listener results for 12 attributes of phoneme perception (consonant and vowel recognition; F1, F2, and duration information transmission for vowels; voicing, manner, place of articulation, affrication, burst, nasality, and amplitude envelope information transmission for consonants) using four measures of performance. Modulated synthesis signals produced the best correspondence with CI consonant intelligibility, while sinusoids, narrow noise bands, and varying noise bands produced the best correspondence with CI vowel intelligibility. The signals that performed best overall (in terms of correspondence with both vowel and consonant attributes) were modulated and unmodulated noise bands of varying bandwidth that corresponded to a linearly varying excitation width of 0.4 mm at the apical to 8 mm at the basal channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic models are used to investigate aspects of importance for speech intelligibility in general, but specifically for cochlear implant (CI) listeners. The models typically focus on one or two controlled parameters, such as the number of channels needed for optimal speech intelligibility (Shannon et al., 1995; Dorman et al., 1998; Friesen et al., 2001) or insertion depth effects (Baskent and Shannon, 2003, 2005) . Although acoustic models have shown relatively good correspondence with best CI listener results in quiet for about four channels, there are several aspects where acoustic models still differ from the outcomes achieved by CI listeners. One example is the saturation in speech intelligibility for CI listeners at about eight channels, whereas an increase in performance is observed in normal-hearing (NH) listeners (listening to sounds processed by an acoustic model) for up to 20 channels (Friesen et al., 2001) . As the aim of most studies using acoustic models has been to draw conclusions on the implications of the specific experimental outcomes for listening through a CI, acoustic model results may be seen as benchmarks for CI listener results and may be used to direct CI design. Consequently, it is necessary to find among the various approaches in the design of acoustic models, those that most accurately correspond to CI listener results.
Most of the published acoustic models use signal processing steps that correspond to those used in modern-day implants, i.e., filtering the speech signal into contiguous frequency channels (the analysis filters), extracting the temporal envelope in each channel by half-wave or full-wave rectification, low-pass filtering at about 160-400 Hz, and modulating a carrier signal with these envelopes (Shannon et al., 1995; Dorman et al., 1997) . Noise bands with filter cut-offs matched to the analysis filter cut-offs are the carrier signals (synthesis signals) which have most commonly been used, while sinusoids that are generated with frequencies matched to the center frequencies of the analysis filter bands have also been popular. Modulated noise bands (Blamey et al., 1984b) and filtered harmonic complexes (Deeks and Carlyon, 2004) have been used to model low-rate stimulation. The present study investigated the performance of nine different synthesis signals in terms of correspondence to a selected set of CI listener results. Dorman et al. (1997) studied noise bands and sinusoids in quiet and found hardly any differences between results obtained with these signals. They studied speech intelligibility of Iowa vowels (Tyler et al., 1986) , a subset of Hillenbrand's vowels (Hillenbrand et al., 1995) , Iowa consonants (Tyler et al., 1986) , and Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences without added noise (Nilsson et al., 1994) . For most of the speech material and speech features there was no significant difference between the scores obtained with the noise bands and sinusoids. The exceptions were the multitalker vowels (Hillenbrand et al., 1995) , where the sinusoids produced scores that were slightly (<10%), but significantly, higher than those of the noise bands, and consonant place of articulation, where the noise band processor gave higher scores than the sinusoid processor. The scores for all speech material were quite high at about 90% or better, which is substantially higher than average scores of 70% and less obtained by CI listeners (Friesen et al., 2001; Pretorius et al., a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
johan.hanekom@up.ac.za 2006), although some individual CI listeners obtained good scores of about 80%-90% for consonant recognition in these studies. Whitmal III et al. (2007) focused mainly on consonant intelligibility and intelligibility of words in sentences using different types of synthesis signals, including sinusoids and noise bands. The sinusoids produced better consonant intelligibility than the noise bands when listening in noisy conditions, but the outcomes in quiet were not significantly different, with both at around 60%, much closer to implant listener results than earlier studies. The intelligibility for words in sentences was significantly better for the sinusoids at around 85% than for the noise-vocoder at around 75%. Parameters of noise bands were manipulated in several studies to produce different groups of synthesis signals to model speech intelligibility of CI listeners (Baer and Moore, 1993; Boothroyd et al., 1996; Fu and Nogaki, 2005) . Spectral smearing, or varying amounts of filter overlap, was achieved by broadening the filter widths or by adjusting the filter slopes. Baer and Moore (1993) used equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB) to study key word recognition in sentences at three noise levels, simulating the broadened auditory filters of hearing-impaired listeners. Filter widths varied from lower to higher frequencies, with a 3-ERB condition having bandwidths of 318 Hz at 750 Hz, 561 Hz at 1500 Hz, and 1044 Hz at 3000 Hz. Negligible differences in recognition were found in quiet between 3-ERB and 6-ERB conditions (with the latter filters twice as wide as in the 3-ERB condition), with all scores more than 95%, but at 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) the 6-ERB condition produced a significantly lower score of 68% than 90% for the 3-ERB condition. At À3 dB SNR, these scores dropped to 35% and 72% for the 6-ERB and 3-ERB conditions, respectively. Fu and Nogaki (2005) , using HINT sentences (Nilsson et al., 1994) , varied the slopes of the filters used for the noise bands to change the amount of spectral smearing. They found that results using À6 dB/octave noise bands with four simulated channels gave the closest results to implant user results, with 50% HINT sentence recognition at þ10 dB SNR. Boothroyd et al. (1996) used smearing bandwidths of 250-8000 Hz to study spectral smearing using vowels, consonants, and isolated consonant-vowel-consonant words. At a smearing bandwidth of 250 Hz, they found small but significant changes in intelligibility for vowels and consonants (both still at more than 90%) relative to the no-smearing condition. Recognition decreased to around 15% when the smearing bandwidth was increased to 8000 Hz. Vowels were slightly more susceptible to the effects of smearing than consonants. Vowel and consonant recognition dropped to 55% and 65%, respectively, at a smearing bandwidth of 1000 Hz. Different approaches to modeling are described in the subsequent texts. An early acoustic model by Blamey et al. (1984b) incorporated the effect of stimulation rate into their model by using modulated noise bands as synthesis signals. The modulation rate represented the rate of stimulation, with the center frequency of the noise bands representing place of stimulation. The width of the noise bands was presumably intended to model current spread, although the authors did not state this explicitly. They performed pitch difference limen (DL) and pitch scaling experiments on both NH listeners (using the amplitude-modulated noise bands) and CI listeners, and manipulated the modulation depth and smoothing factor (see Fig. 2 ) of the modulator signals for the NH listeners to get best correspondence with the CI data. Their model results using these signals (Blamey et al., 1984a) showed good correspondence with CI listener results for a wide variety of sound material, including initial and final consonants, vowels, Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) and Speech in Noise (SPIN) sentences, and speaker identification. The processing scheme which was used was F0/F1/F2 processing. Oxenham et al. (2004) studied pitch psychoacoustics of transposed signals, which consisted of sine-wave carrier signals that typically represented place of stimulation (frequencies of more than 4 kHz), modulated by half-wave rectified sinusoids of a much lower frequency (320 Hz), which modeled the rate of stimulation. Although their study did not consider speech intelligibility, by studying frequency discrimination, interaural time discrimination, F0 discrimination, and pitch matching, it was shown that mismatching rate and place of stimulation was detrimental to pitch perception. They also showed that the transposed tones at low rates of stimulation gave temporal nerve response patterns similar to what is found in the auditory nerve (Meddis and O'Mard, 1997) . Deeks and Carlyon (2004) studied the effect of rate of stimulation on speech intelligibility using an acoustic model. Their model used Filtered harmonic complexes as synthesis signals, which consisted of complexes of overtones of some fundamental tone (which represented the stimulation rate) to model the perception of electrical stimulation at a specific rate at a specific tonotopic place. They combined all overtones of the chosen fundamental tone in a given frequency band to find the synthesis signal for that frequency band. The study of Deeks and Carlyon verified that their signals gave excitation patterns similar to what is expected from electrical stimulation, using Patterson et al.'s (1995) model. Results from the study showed that a rate of 140 pps gives significantly higher identification of key words in sentences than a rate of 80 pps for both 3-channel and 6-channel models. At channel 6 the scores were 83% and 71%, and for channel 3 the scores were 45% and 34% at the rates of 140 and 80 pps, respectively.
Taken together, these outcomes provide a clear motivation for the importance of careful selection of synthesis signals in creating an acoustic model, since the different signals yielded vastly different results. The present study addresses this issue by investigating vowel and consonant intelligibility for nine different synthesis signals originating from three different sources. First, previously used synthesis signals such as pure tones and noise bands of different widths (Boothroyd et al., 1996; Dorman et al., 1997; Whitmal III et al., 2007) , modulated noise bands (Blamey et al., 1984b) , and Filtered harmonic complexes (Deeks and Carlyon, 2004) were included. Second, transposed tones (Oxenham et al., 2004) , which had previously been used in a psychoacoustic study, were used. Third, new synthesis signals were developed by building on concepts from existing signals. The study compared results from these experiments to CI listener results from a previous study (Pretorius et al., 2006) that used the same speech material to analyze similarities and differences between acoustic model and CI results. The study of Pretorius et al. used listeners using either the SPEAK or the ACE speech processing strategy (Pretorius et al., 2006) and, therefore, the present study used SPEAK and ACE-like processing . The objective was to determine which signals were the best models of CI speech intelligibility as determined by a set of performance measures.
II. METHODS

A. Signal processing
Since the aim of the study was to compare results with CI listener results, similar to the approach of Verschuur (2007) , CI signal processing was followed closely without adding too much processing detail.
The observed reduced spectral resolution in CI listeners may be approached in two different ways in an acoustic model. As CI listeners have been shown to have at most four to eight spectral information channels available (e.g., Friesen et al., 2001; Fu and Nogaki, 2005) , the first approach would be to use a reduced number of channels in the model [typically four; see, for example, Fu and Shannon (1998) ], disregarding possible causes of the reduction in the number of channels.
The alternative approach would be to more explicitly include implant parameters that may influence the effective number of channels. This includes (1) the use of realistic implant parameters in the model (e.g., using actual interelectrode distances) and (2) modeling current spread through the use of different synthesis filter widths. This approach was followed in the present study, as expanded on below.
The generic signal processing steps are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The filtering into contiguous channels was performed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT), similar to the processing in the Nucleus CIs. FFT bins are combined by adding the power in relevant bins to arrive at analysis filter outputs.
SPEAK (or ACE)-type processing was used, with either six or eight strongest channels out of 20 extracted in each time window. The signal processing block that selected these six or eight maxima in Fig. 1 set the values in the remaining channels to 0. In the set of CI listener results that was used for comparison (Pretorius et al., 2006) , listeners using SPEAK processing typically used a 6 of 20 strategy, whilst listeners using the ACE strategy typically used an 8 of 20 strategy.
In the final step, the extracted speech signal envelopes in each frequency band were modulated by the synthesis signal of each frequency band. Up to the point where the maxima are extracted, the signal processing for all nine variations in the acoustic model was the same. The nine variations differed in the design of the synthesis signal. Some aspects that were common to the nine synthesis signals are described below, while Secs. II A 1 and II A 2 describe the aspects that were different.
An insertion depth of 23 mm was assumed. This assumption was made to ensure that the low-rate modulators' frequency (250 Hz) would be lower than the lowest frequency of carrier signal used (722 Hz). This insertion depth could affect speech intelligibility substantially, especially if the analysis filters were not matched to the synthesis filters (Baskent and Shannon, 2003, 2005) , but it was also a realistic value for CI implant depths. Average insertion depths of 25 mm (Baumann and Nobbe, 2006) , 21.75 mm (Boex et al., 2006) , and 28.8 mm (Baskent and Shannon, 2005) were found in implant users, with an average insertion depth across the 16 listeners in these studies of 23.6 mm. The synthesis filter center frequencies corresponded to simulated electrode positions, with the electrodes spaced at 0.75 mm, as in the Nucleus CI. Moreover, the average range of analysis frequencies was used, with analysis filter cut-offs as indicated in Table I .
Effects of current spread are indirectly included through the use of different filter widths, an approach followed in several studies (e.g., Blamey et al., 1984b; Baer and Moore, 1993; Boothroyd et al., 1996) . Bingabr et al. (2008) used both filter widths and filter slopes to model current spread, whereas Fu and Nogaki (2005) used only filter slopes to model current spread. Bipolar stimulation excites a narrower population of nerve fibers than monopolar stimulation (e.g., Kral et al., 1998; Hanekom, 2001) . Typical values for the spread of excitation at the À3 dB point in electrical stimulation are 0.4 mm for bipolar stimulation using electrodes separated by 0.75 and 0.8 mm for monopolar stimulation (Kral et al., 1998) . These values were used as a guide for filter widths in some of the synthesis signals.
It is acknowledged that many more aspects that were not included in the model could influence speech intelligibility, including input dynamic range (Zeng et al., 2002) , signal bandwidth, amplitude compression function, and pulse duration (Loizou et al., 2000c) .
When constructing the signals, informal listening confirmed that all the signals had at least a monotone rising pitch when moving from apical to basal channels. The intention was to avoid pitch reversals which could affect speech intelligibility severely (Throckmorton and Collins, 2002) .
Sections II A 1 and II A 2 describe the aspects that uniquely identified the nine different synthesis signals. The signals that were used were grouped into a modulated signal group and an unmodulated signal group, as synthesis signals used in previous acoustic models were of these two types.
Modulated synthesis signals
Dual pitch percepts are reported by CI listeners, indicating that both rate and place of stimulation play a role in the perception of pitch (McKay and Carlyon, 1999) . These effects are perceived up to the rates of about 300-800 pps. The default stimulation rate in SPEAK processing is 250 pps, which would typically influence the perception of pitch. The similarity of amplitude-modulated (AM) pulse trains, which also give a dual pitch percept up to an AM rate FIG. 1. Signal processing steps. The term modified envelope refers to some channels being set to zero in the SPEAK and ACE strategy when they are not among those containing the spectral peaks. The modulator block is only applicable to the modulated signals.
of about 300 Hz (McKay and Carlyon, 1999) , presents AM pulse trains as a reasonable choice for synthesis signals for acoustic models of low-rate stimulation.
a. Amplitude modulated noise (AMN). This signal was constructed by modulating a carrier signal (representing place pitch) with a smoothed rectangular pulse (Blamey et al., 1984b) . The carrier signal used in the AMN synthesis signal was wide-band noise with a width of 40% of the analysis filter center frequency, similar to the Blamey study. For the first channel, this width is 289 Hz (40% of 722 Hz). The width increases to 2476 Hz (40% of 6190 Hz) for channel 20. A duty cycle of 0.5, smoothing parameter of 0.1, and modulation index of 1 are used. The shape of the synthesis signal and its constituent signals are displayed in Fig. 2 . With the exception of the modulator, the amplitudes were normalized to a maximum of 0.5 for all signals. The filter cut-off frequencies for the wideband noise are given in Table I. b. Short amplitude modulated noise signal (AMS). This signal has not been used previously in an acoustic model. It has a modulator pulse width, which is much shorter than that of AMN, to correspond to the typical pulse width that is used in implants with a pulse rate of 250 pps. The combined anodic and cathodic phase of a bi-phasic pulse would be 667 ls for a strategy where six maxima are extracted. The carrier signal, as model of place of stimulation, has a spread of excitation of 8 mm for this synthesis signal (corresponding to a noise bandwidth of 1000 Hz in the most apical channel, widening toward 7000 Hz at the most basal channel), which is wider than for the AMN signal, but the same as the bandwidth used in the wide noise (WN) band signal, which is discussed later. The synthesis signals for channel 1 and channel 9 are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (c), respectively.
c. Transposed tones (TT). TT were used, based on the concepts used in a study by Oxenham et al. (2004) . The rate of stimulation was modeled by the modulating envelope, which was a half-wave rectified sinusoid of frequency 250 Hz.
The half-wave rectified sinusoid was low-pass filtered to avoid spectral spread of energy. The low-pass filter used in the present study was somewhat different from that used in the Oxenham study, namely a fourth order Butterworth filter with a low-pass cut-off of 3000 Hz. Place of stimulation was modeled by sine-wave carriers, with frequencies at the center of the synthesis filter bands (Table I) . One other adjustment was needed to ensure a monotonically rising pitch for the resulting signals, when moving from apical to basal channels. The sine-wave carrier phases were adjusted within each modulator pulse to ensure that each pulse started with the same phase of the sine-wave carrier. This may be seen as a model for locking the phase of the elicited action potential to the phase of the electrical stimulus, which should be valid for low-rate stimulation, as the action potentials are phase-locked to the stimulus for low stimulation rates (van den Honert and Stypulkowski, 1987) . Another approach would be to use multiples of the modulating wave for the carrier, as was done by McKay and Carlyon (1999) . The present approach was chosen to ensure that the filter center frequencies remain the same for all conditions for all synthesis signals. The TT synthesis signals for channels 1 and 9 are shown in Fig. 3 .
d. Filtered harmonic complexes (FHC)
. This is not a modulated signal, but it is included as a signal which has a pattern reminiscent of a modulated signal, as shown in Fig. 3 . This signal was constructed based on concepts used in a study by Deeks and Carlyon (2004) . A rate of 250 pps was modeled in the FHC synthesis signal by using harmonic complexes with an F0 of 125 Hz summed in alternating phase, which corresponds to a pulse rate of 250 pps (Deeks and Carlyon, 2004) . Harmonics (overtones) of 125 Hz were found within a filter band corresponding to an excitation range of 8 mm and were summed in alternating phase to construct the synthesis signal for each filter. The width of 8 mm, which corresponded to around 1000, 2500, and 7000 Hz, respectively, in the lowest frequency, mid-frequency, and highest frequency regions, differed from the 2 mm width used in the study of Deeks and Carlyon. In that study, F0s of 40 and 70 Hz were used, analysis filters below 1089 Hz were discarded and the synthesis filter cut-offs were matched to the analysis filter cut-offs, as it proved to give best intelligibility. As resolved harmonics provide the NH listener with place of excitation cues, the use of analysis filters above 1089 Hz, combined with a filter width of 2 mm in the study of Deeks and Carlyon, ensured that harmonics of the fundamental frequency were not resolved. The wider filter width of the present study ensured that harmonics of the fundamental frequency were not resolved. The synthesis signals for channels 1 and 9 are shown in Fig. 3 . The harmonics used for channels 1, 9, and 17 are harmonics 3-10, 8-26, and 20-62, respectively. As an example, harmonic 8 is the lowest harmonic used for channel 9, and is 1000 Hz (8 Â 125 Hz).
e. Modulated noise bands with varying width (MVN). The signal was constructed in an attempt to improve correspondence with CI listener vowel intelligibility results for modulated signals. Analysis of the first set of modulated synthesis signals showed that the TT signals and AMN signals provided best correspondence with CI listener results. The areas of concern were the low vowel recognition and poor vowel feature transmission scores when compared to CI listener results. The use of sinusoids as place carrier signals did not allow any adaptations to the typical TT signals. The place carrier signal was therefore modeled as noise bands with varying widths (VN), with modulators similar to the original AMN signal. By using narrower noise bands in the low-frequency region, it was hypothesized that better vowel intelligibility would be realized, whilst maintaining correspondence with consonant intelligibility results. The design of this signal is determined by the varying spread of excitation in apical and basal regions of the cochlea for electrical stimulation, which may be attributed to the narrower cochlear duct in the apical region (Kral et al., 1998) , and also possibly the spiral shape with the spiral radius smaller in the apical region than in the basal region (Hanekom, 2001 ). The first parameter for such a signal is the width of the pass band for the first filter. This was chosen to correspond with the values for bipolar stimulation as reported by Kral et al. (1998) , namely 0.4 mm at the À3 dB point in the apical region. This width was adjusted to become wider in the basal region, reaching a width of 8 mm, i.e., 4 mm on either side of the electrode. Although experimental spread data show a widening of the filters in the basal region (Kral et al., 1998) , with an increase in width of about 0.4 mm over a distance of 2.2 mm in the cat cochlea, the increase for the MVN signal was not so much determined by this experimental spread data, but rather by the observation that consonant recognition appears to be better modeled by the WN signal, rather than narrow noise bands. By retaining the relatively narrow widths in the low-frequency region, it was hypothesized that vowel intelligibility would not suffer, and that the broadening of filters in the high-frequency regions would lower consonant recognition. It was hypothesized that a signal such as this would better model speech intelligibility for both consonants and vowels. The equation for calculating the filter width is given in Eq. (1), width ðiÞ ¼ 0:4 þ 7:6 ½ði À 1Þ=19;
where i denotes the number of the filter and i ¼ 1 is the most apical filter. Figure 3 shows the typical synthesis signal for channels 1 and 9.
Unmodulated synthesis signals
Unmodulated synthesis signals exclude modeling of the stimulation rate. In Fig. 1 this would imply that the modulator block is absent (or may be replaced by a constant signal with an amplitude of 1). The rationale for excluding the effects of rate explicitly in these synthesis signals is that rate of stimulation does not affect pitch above stimulation rates of about 800 pps. Note that the unmodulated carrier signal is still modulated by the modified envelope of the speech signal, as shown in Fig. 1. a. Wide noise bands (WN). An unmodulated noise band is used as synthesis signal. The basilar membrane of length 35 mm was divided into four roughly equal portions of 8 mm each, following results from the study of Fu and Nogaki (2005) , where CI listeners were found to have effectively four channels of information. A choice of 8 mm corresponds to a smearing width of 1000 Hz at the most apical electrode and a smearing width of 2700 Hz at the most basal electrode, which should yield vowel and consonant recognition scores of between 50% and 30%, according to the Boothroyd et al. (1996) study. The synthesis signal for channel 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . The synthesis filters were designed using third order Butterworth filters with a width of 8 mm at the À3 dB point.
b. Narrow noise bands (NN). Narrow noise bands with filter widths 0.75 mm, corresponding to electrodes spaced 0.75 mm, were used. The width of excitation for bipolar electrical stimulation is 0.4 mm at the À3 dB point for bipolar stimulation and 0.8 mm at the À3 dB point for monopolar stimulation (Kral et al., 1998) . The design of these filters specifies a width of 0.75 mm at the À3 dB point, which corresponds to the excitation width for monopolar stimulation. The typical synthesis signal for channel 1 is shown in Fig. 3. c. Sinusoidal signals (SS). (Dorman et al., 1997) . SS were constructed with frequencies equal to the center frequencies of the analysis filters, and with root-mean-square (rms) level the same as that in the original envelope. The synthesis signal for channel 1 is shown in Fig. 3. d. Noise bands with varying width (VN). These signals were used to simulate differential spread of excitation in the apical and basal regions. They were identical to MVN, except that no modulator was used. The synthesis signal for channel 1 is shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Listeners
Seven Afrikaans-speaking listeners with NH, aged between 18 and 30 yr, took part in the study. All had NH as determined by a hearing screening test, with all subjects having thresholds better than 20 dB at frequencies ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz.
C. Speech material
Fifteen medial consonants (b d g p t k m n f s v z j r l x), spoken by a male voice were presented in an a/Consonant/a context. Twelve medial vowels (A A: oe ae E E: u i y @ O e:), spoken by a male voice in the context p/Vowel/t, were presented to the same listeners. The speech material and speaker were the same as those used in the study by Pretorius et al. (2006) . The original speech material was processed by the acoustic model, and nine different versions were created using the nine synthesis signals.
D. Procedure
Experiments were conducted in a double-walled sound booth. Processed speech material was presented in sound field using a personal computer (PC) with an external sound card (M-Audio Fasttrack Pro, Avid Technology Inc, MA) and a Yamaha MS101 II loudspeaker (Yamaha Electronics Corporation, CA). Listeners could adjust the volume to comfortable levels [found to range between around 60 and 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL)]. Listeners were seated 1 m from the loudspeaker and faced the loudspeaker, which was at ear level. Consonants and vowels were presented to listeners in random order using customized software (Geurts and Wouters, 2000) without any practice session. Twelve repetitions of each vowel or consonant were presented. The software played processed consonant or vowel material, and the listener had to select the correct consonant or vowel by clicking on the appropriate button on the screen. Consonants or vowels which were processed using each of the synthesis signals each represented one condition. The material was presented one condition at a time. Vowels and consonants for all the conditions, except for VN and MVN, were presented in random order to the listeners to ensure that learning effects would not affect results. Vowels and consonants for VN and MVN were presented about a month later, with the conditions using these signals once again randomized. Chance performance level for the vowel test was 8.3%, and the 95% confidence level was at 12.48% correct. Chance performance level for the consonant test was 6.7%, with the 95% confidence level at 11.1% correct. No feedback was given.
A control study using six representative synthesis signals (SS, NN, and VN for vowels and AMN, TT, and WN for consonants) was conducted with three of the listeners. Both vowel and consonant intelligibility were tested to determine if learning effects may have played a role in the intelligibility of the phonemes processed by the acoustic model. Twelve repetitions of each processed phoneme were presented in random order to the listeners (four repetitions of each phoneme synthesized using three synthesis signals). This was repeated four times, so that there were four consecutive sets of 12 repetitions. Each set was seen as representing a learning event. The objective was to establish whether learning occurred over the period of presentation of these four sets of repetitions. This control study was conducted several months after the original experiment. Thus, learning effects from the original study would be minimal. Loudness was fixed at 65 dB SPL during this control study.
E. Performance measures
Analysis of the confusion matrices for consonants into the features voicing, manner of articulation, place of articulation, affrication, burst, nasality, and amplitude envelope was carried out using information transmission analysis as described in Miller and Nicely (1955) . Analysis of the confusion matrices for vowels was carried out in a similar manner, studying the features F1 and F2 and duration of each vowel, with categories described by Van Wieringen and Wouters (1999) . To allow statistical analysis, feature information transmission scores were obtained from information transmission analysis of the confusion matrices of each individual.
In acoustic modeling studies, quantitative comparisons between results obtained with the acoustic model and results of CI listeners listening to the same speech material are typically made using comparisons between feature information transmission scores (e.g., Fu and Shannon, 1998; Friesen et al., 2001) . Discussion of the differences between model and CI results has often been qualitative, for example, highlighting that information transmission of a particular feature differs between CI and NH listeners. The present study, however, compared different synthesis signals, and therefore had to determine which synthesis signal results were closest to those of CI listeners. Four different performance measures were used to compare the confusion matrices obtained with acoustic models with that of CI listeners to determine which synthesis signal best modeled CI listener perception. Each performance measure used emphasized different aspects of performance. Therefore, the measured performance of a synthesis signal was expected to be related to the specific performance measure employed. As performance measures have not been used before when comparing acoustic model outcomes to CI results, part of the objective of the present study was to comment on the suitability of possible performance measures.
The first measure of performance [Eq. (2)] was a sum of squares of differences in information transmission scores. The squares of differences between CI and NH results were obtained by using differences in average scores for each of the attributes considered to characterize phoneme intelligibility. Information transmission scores for the three vowel features F1, F2, and duration, as well as percentage correct vowel recognition were used as four attributes that characterize vowel intelligibility, while the consonant features voicing, manner, place of articulation, amplitude envelope, affrication, burst, nasality, and percentage correct consonant recognition were used as eight attributes that characterize consonant intelligibility. The square of differences (SD), SDði; jÞ ¼ ðITði; jÞ À IT CI ðiÞÞ 2 ;
and means of these squares of differences (MSD),
SDði; jÞ (2b)
were obtained, with IT(i, j) the average information transmission score (or percentage correct in the case of vowel and consonant recognition) measured for the speech attribute i using the synthesis signal j, IT CI (i) the average information transmission score measured for CI listeners for phoneme attribute i and SD(i, j) the square of differences for attribute i using synthesis signal j. MSD(k, j) is the mean of the squares of differences for lumped measure k (for example, all four vowel attributes) for synthesis signal j, where the summation is over all the relevant phoneme attributes for the specific lumped measure and n k denotes the number of these attributes for the lumped measure k (n k ¼ 4 for vowels and 8 for consonants). SD and MSD are then transformed to values between 0 and 1 to ensure that good performance would be represented by values close to 1,
NMSDðk; jÞ ¼ 1 À MSDðk; jÞ NF 2 ;
where NSD(i, j) is a normalized performance measure for each phoneme attribute i when the synthesis signal is j. NMSD(k, j) is the normalized mean performance measure for synthesis signal j, for the lumped measure k. NF 1 and NF 2 are normalization factors, found from the maximum of all SD and MSD values, respectively, to ensure that the normalized square difference (NSD) and normalized means of these squares of differences (NMSD) scores are normalized to a maximum of 1, with higher values of NSD and NMSD indicating better performance. A second performance measure was the concordance index, as described by Brusco (2004) . This performance as expressed by the concordance index will be denoted by PCI. The concordance index gives an indication of how well the rows of one confusion matrix follow the trends of the same rows in a second confusion matrix. A particular row in a confusion matrix shows the fraction of correct classifications of a particular phoneme and (off-diagonally) the confusions with all other phonemes in the set. Thus, this index considers to which extent the confusions in two different confusion matrices correspond. When two confusion matrices are identical or when the same rows of the two matrices are linearly related, the concordance index is 1.
A third performance measure was Pearson's correlation coefficients (PCC) between the diagonal confusion matrix elements obtained from NH listeners listening to each version of the acoustic model and the diagonal confusion matrix elements of CI listener results, in each case summed over listeners. This coefficient gives an indication of the correspondence between individual phoneme recognition scores for the group of CI listeners and group of NH listener results, the average of which are usually reported as the vowel and consonant recognition scores.
The fourth performance measure was the PCC found from the correlation between off-diagonal matrix elements for each acoustic model and CI listener results (denoted as PCC-O hereafter). Diagonal elements were removed from the summed confusion matrices and the remaining matrices were then compared using correlation analysis. This coefficient may be seen as a measure of how well the phoneme confusions for CI listeners correlate with those of NH listeners listening to a particular version of the acoustic model.
To arrive at a lumped measure, the four performance measures were then ranked for each phoneme attribute considered by assigning values 2-10 to each synthesis signal (nine synthesis signals), with 10 indicating the best performance and 2 indicating worst performance. These rank values were then summed and normalized to a maximum of 1, for vowels, consonants, and vowels and consonants combined, to typify overall performance of each synthesis signal.
Finally, the most prevalent confusions for CI listeners as well as for NH listeners listening to each version of the acoustic model were examined to determine whether similar confusions were present in both.
III. RESULTS
The primary objective of the study was to determine which synthesis signal gave the best performance in terms of correspondence with CI listener results. Where the term "performance" is used, this denotes correspondence with CI data using the four different performance measures (Figs. 5 and 6), whereas the term "intelligibility" refers to the phoneme intelligibility scores (Fig. 4) obtained with a particular synthesis signal, with high intelligibility indicated by high scores (high percentage correct or high percentage information transmission). High intelligibility is not necessarily related to good performance of a synthesis signal. For synthesis signals NN and SS, for example, performance for consonant attributes is generally poor [Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)], although their intelligibility is high (Fig. 4) . Figure 4 shows the consonant and vowel recognition scores, as well as the feature information transmission scores obtained with the different synthesis signals. Data from CI listeners for the Pretorius et al.'s study (2006) are also displayed. Figure 5 shows the NSDs [defined in Eq. (2c)] for the individual phoneme attributes for the nine synthesis signals. The performance indices using the four measures of performance are shown in Fig. 6. Figures 6(a) and (b) show that the performance measures generally display mixed trends. The trend of the concordance index (PCI) appears to differ generally from the trends of the other three measures. Performance indices for vowels appear to be generally higher than those of consonants, except when measured by the concordance index, which was typically lower for vowels than for consonants. The SS and AMS synthesis signals are the poorest performers in predicting consonant attributes, while the AMS signal performs poorest for vowel attributes.
Figure 6(c) shows the best overall rank scores for vowel performance to be similar to those of consonant performance, but the signals that performed best for vowel attributes were different from those that performed best for consonant attributes. The four best performing synthesis signals for predicting vowel attributes (as judged from the rank scores) are SS, VN, NN, and MVN in that order. Similarly, the four best synthesis signals for predicting consonant performance are MVN, AMN, TT, and VN. Considering prediction performance of vowels and consonants together, the best synthesis signals were VN, MVN, AMN, and TT, with NN very close to TT.
The three best performing synthesis signals' results were compared with CI listener results for each consonant and vowel attribute using one-way analysis of variances (ANOVAs). The observation that intelligibility of consonant attributes appeared to benefit from synthesis signals with narrow spread of excitation [Figs. 4(a) only, namely the use of a modulator signal. A comparison between the most prevalent phoneme confusions predicted using the synthesis signals and the most prevalent confusions for CI listeners shows that these generally differ. The five most prevalent vowel confusions for CI listeners were |y| with |i|, |u| with |oe|, |E| with |@|, |oe| with |@|, and |e:| with |E:|, while for consonants CI listeners mostly confused |t| with |d|, |l| with |n|, |w| with |b|, |p| with |b|, and |n| with |j|. None of the synthesis signals showed exactly these same confusion patterns for either vowels or consonants, although some synthesis signals had one or two of these confusions in their five most prevalent confusions, with the MVN synthesis signal faring the best.
A. Learning effects
An analysis of the original 12 repetitions was done by dividing the 12 repetitions into three sets (or learning events) of four repetitions each. A two-way ANOVA (factors synthesis signal and learning event) was performed to determine if any learning effects could be observed which may possibly affect interpretation of results. However, no effects of learning was observed for vowels [main effect of synthesis signal, F(8,188) ¼ 31.46, p < 0.001; no main effect of learning event, F(2,188) ¼ 0.47, p ¼ 0.62] or consonants [main effect of synthesis signal, F(8,188) ¼ 112.50, p < 0.001; no main effect of learning event, F(2,188) ¼ 2.50, p ¼ 0.09]. The control study that was performed several months later using four learning events of four repetitions each for three listeners, confirmed that no significant learning effects were observed for either vowels or consonants [two-way ANOVA for consonants: No main effect of learning event, F(3,35) ¼ 0.31, p ¼ 0.82; two-way ANOVA for vowels: No main effect of learning event, F(3,35) ¼ 0.52, p ¼ 0.67]. The control study results (for the six selected synthesis signals, three for vowels and three for consonants; three listeners; loudness level fixed at 65 dB SPL) were also compared to the original results for these synthesis signals for the same three listeners (who had originally listened at their comfortable listening levels), using a two-way ANOVA (factors synthesis signal and listening level). This comparison indicated no significant main effect of level for either vowels [F(1,17 
, which confirms that the comfortable listening levels did not yield results different from results obtained at a fixed loudness level of 65 dB SPL.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Learning effects
Although learning effects may play a role in results, as illustrated by Rosen et al. (1999) , acoustic modeling studies have in general not been consistent in their approach to possible learning effects. Many acoustic model studies provided no training, but relied on randomization of test conditions to eliminate learning effects (Deeks and Carlyon, 2004; Fu and Nogaki, 2005; Baskent, 2006; Baskent and Shannon, 2007; Verschuur, 2009 ). Other studies relied on the experience of the listeners (Loizou et al., 2000a) , some used moderate training of around 1 h or less (Loizou et al., 2000b; Green et al., 2004; Stickney et al., 2004; Bingabr et al., 2008) , whereas still others allowed extensive training of 3 h or more, or used some measure to ensure that performance had stabilized (Souza and Boike, 2006; Throckmorton et al., 2006; Xu and Zheng, 2007) . The analysis of the original study results into three sets of learning events, as well as analysis of the control study results, confirmed that learning effects were not important during the present study, probably because of the extensive experience of the group of listeners combined with the random presentation of signals. Similarly, the use of comfortable listening levels as opposed to fixed loudness levels did not affect results. 
B. Performance and intelligibility
The terms performance and intelligibility were defined earlier (see Sec. III). Figures 5 and 6 show a general trend of modulated synthesis signals (MVN, AMN, and TT) leading to better performance for consonant attributes, and narrowspread unmodulated synthesis signals (SS, NN, and VN) giving better performance for vowel attributes. Two distinct aspects that influence results may be identified in the set of synthesis signals. The first is the modulation or absence of modulation in the synthesis signal, coupled with the ability of the synthesis signal to sample the speech envelope effectively. The second aspect is the modeled spread of excitation of the synthesis signal. In this respect a distinction must be made between the spread of excitation of the carrier signal in the case of modulated signals, and the spread of excitation of the synthesis signal, which results from modulating the carrier signal. The modulation of any signal effectively broadens its spectrum, since the modulation adds high-frequency components to the synthesis signal spectrum, as exemplified by the increase in excitation width in channel 2 from 0.8 (carrier signal) to 2 mm (synthesis signal) for the MVN signal. Figures 6(a)-(c) show signals ordered from the smallest spread of excitation on the left to the largest spread of excitation, based on the filter width of the synthesis signal in channel 1.
C. Vowel performance and intelligibility
Vowel performance was best for the SS, NN, and VN signals. These signals also had the best intelligibility. The non-significant difference of the NN signal results from the SS signal results (Table II) suggests that the typical spread associated with monopolar stimulation (of which NN is a good model) in the apical region does not affect vowel intelligibility. The SS and NN signals model relatively narrow spread of excitation in all regions of the cochlea, which explains their good intelligibility results. This may be compared to the findings of Dorman et al. (1997) , who found no difference between results obtained using sine-wave processors and noise-band processors for all vowel material, except for multi-talker vowels, where the sine-wave processor gave slightly better intelligibility. The analysis filters and synthesis filters were matched in that study. The best intelligibility results obtained in the present study were still relatively low and may be explained by the modeled insertion depth of 23 mm. Baskent and Shannon (2003) found decreases in 
vowel intelligibility of about 20% for insertion depths of 25 mm with a compression of 5 mm in a noise-carrier simulation with NH listeners. Baskent et al. (2005) found decreases of 17% in vowel intelligibility for CI listeners when insertion depths were reduced from 28 to 24 mm. Although both the VN and MVN signals have relatively narrow filters for their carrier signals in the apical region (widths of less than 2.8 mm up to 1300 Hz), both have exaggerated filter widths widening to 4.8 mm at channel 12 (2568 Hz) and to 8 mm at channel 20 (6071 Hz). Their intelligibility for all vowel attributes differed non-significantly from that of the NN signal and the SS signal, which both have narrower spread of excitation in all but the first channel. This suggests that vowel intelligibility is tolerant of relatively wide spread of excitation in higher-frequency channels, at least for SPEAK and ACE-like processing.
D. Consonant performance and intelligibility
The best performing synthesis signals for consonant attributes were the MVN, AMN, and TT signals [Figs. 6(b) and (c)]. The AMN and MVN signals have widening spread of excitation toward the higher-frequency regions, as indicated in Table I . The synthesis signals that produced the best consonant intelligibility were SS, NN, and VN, with the SS signal having significantly better intelligibility than NN and VN for most attributes of consonant intelligibility, as shown in Fig. 4 and Table II. The Whitmall III et al.'s study (2007) showed a similar trend, with the sinusoids yielding better scores than noise-carriers in both quiet and noise. Table II shows some interesting trends. Voicing, manner, place of articulation, and consonant recognition were sensitive to spread of excitation: Both the NN and VN synthesis signals had significantly lower scores than the SS signal. The VN results for nasality were significantly lower than those of SS, whereas the NN results were not, suggesting that nasality transmission does not tolerate wide higher-frequency excitation widths. Affrication, amplitude envelope, and burst transmission appeared less sensitive to spread of excitation, as illustrated by the non-significant differences between the NN and VN signal results and SS signal results.
Two hypotheses can be formulated to explain the performance of the MVN, AMN, and TT synthesis signals. The first relates to spread of excitation. Both the MVN and AMN synthesis signals have carrier signal filter widths widening toward the basal region. The AMN carrier signal width widens from 2.3 mm in the apical region to 3 mm in the basal region, whereas the MVN carrier signal width changes from 0.4 to 8 mm from apex to base. Both are modulated signals. The increasing excitation widths of the synthesis signal carriers toward the basal region may therefore be the key to the good performance, as they may be seen as models of the current spread increasing toward the basal region of the cochlea. The filter widths of both of these signals' carriers at the basal end are, however, exaggerated relative to the excitation width of 0.8 mm found in the Kral et al.'s (1998) study, which suggests that there may be other aspects which could cause some additional widening of the cochlear filters for CI listeners. Severe hearing loss in the high-frequency regions versus residual hearing in the low-frequency regions (von Ilberg et al., 1999; Gantz and Turner, 2003) for some listeners, and trends of increasing thresholds toward the higher frequencies for listeners with hearing loss (e.g., Baskent, 2006) suggest that degeneration of peripheral axonal processes of nerve fibers may be more severe in the basal region than in the apical region, leading to wider auditory filters in the basal region. This, in combination with increasing current spread toward the base, may explain why exaggerated excitation widths in the synthesis signal gives good correspondence with CI results.
The second hypothesis is that modulation type effects broaden the spectrum, without the need for an unrealistic amount of current spread. The extent of this broadening is determined by the modulation depth and smoothing factor (described in Fig. 2 ) of the modulating signal. For example, the NN signal has a spread of excitation of 0.75 mm at the À3 dB point for channel 2. At this channel, the MVN signal has a similar spread (0.8 mm) in its carrier signal, but its synthesis signal has a spread of excitation of 2 mm at the À3 dB point. This effect of modulation could conceivably provide spread of excitation approaching that of AMN, with a carrier signal modeling much smaller current spread of 0.8 mm-the typical monopolar excitation width-in channel 2. This could explain why modulated signals such as TT, AMN, and MVN provide good performance for consonant attributes, even though the spread of excitation of their carrier signals differ substantially. It appears that the modulation in these signals provides the widening filters, without the need for unrealistic amounts of current spread. In the case of TT, there is no spread of excitation in the carrier signal, but the excitation width of its synthesis signal is 3.5 mm in channel 2. The presence of modulation could also be used to study effects of temporal sampling rate, as discussed in the following sections.
E. Comparison of MVN and VN
The scores obtained with the MVN synthesis signal, which is a modulated version of VN, differed non-significantly from the VN scores for all attributes, as shown in Table II . This suggests that consonant and vowel intelligibility are not affected by a low rate of sampling (down to rates of 250 Hz) of the speech signal, at least in quiet for SPEAK and ACE-like processing. Studies with CI listeners yield mixed results, reporting both no effect of stimulation rate (e.g., Fu and Shannon, 2000; Holden et al., 2002) and significant effects of stimulation rate (e.g., Kiefer et al., 1997; Loizou et al., 2000c; Frijns et al., 2003; Buechner et al., 2006) . The increase in intelligibility with higher stimulation rates may possibly be attributed to the improved stochastic firing of the neurons when using higher stimulation rates (Rubinstein and Hong, 2003) , rather than to the improved sampling ability associated with such stimulation rates.
F. Comparison of vowel and consonant performance
Generally vowel results using the synthesis signals were closer to CI results than consonant results. SS, VN, and NN all differ non-significantly from CI results for the four attributes of vowel intelligibility studied, as shown in Table II. The occurrence of significant differences between the results for the SS, NN, and VN group for some consonant attributes indicate that consonant intelligibility is more sensitive to reduced spectral selectivity than vowel intelligibility for SPEAK and ACE-like processing. Figure 6 (c) shows the best performing signals for consonant attributes to be moderate performers for vowel attributes, and vice versa. This illustrates that no synthesis signal (among those considered in this study) models the perception of phonemes optimally for both consonants and vowels.
G. Performance measures
When acoustic model results are used to model speech intelligibility for vowels and consonants, confusion matrices are usually analyzed using information transmission analysis, and statistical significance of differences determined using an ANOVA. If an acoustic model is used to study changes in feature information transmission scores using different signal processing schemes or other experimental manipulations, NMSD is the most appropriate measure of performance, since it is based on feature information transmission percentages [Eq. (2)].
PCC, on the other hand, reflects the relationship between individual scores for phonemes, the average of which yield consonant recognition scores. The FHC signal, for example, has a PCC of 0.6, indicating moderate correlation between CI and NH listener results for consonant attributes [Figs. 6(b) and (c)], but has a low intelligibility score for consonant recognition of 53% (Fig. 4) . This indicates that, although relative scores between the different consonant tokens follow a trend similar to those of CI listeners (indicated by the PCC of 0.6), the actual values are on average lower than those of CI listeners, as indicated by the difference in average scores (53% versus 72%).
Whereas PCC does not consider confusions, PCC-O and PCI both do. While PCC-O is sensitive to the magnitude of deviations from the comparison matrix, it reflects the correlation between individual confusions. Although PCI appears to be the more suitable measure, as it reflects similarity in confusion patterns between two matrices, it assigns 0, À1, or 1 to indicate differences (equal, smaller than, or larger than, respectively) between corresponding pairs of elements in the two matrices that are compared, and consequently does not reflect the magnitude of these differences. NMSD goes further than any of these measures and reflects feature-based grouping of phoneme confusions (using feature information transmission analysis), making this measure the most appropriate for the present task.
The correspondence between many of these measures for the best performers (with the exception of AMN) is an indication that the best performing synthesis signals perform well from the different viewpoints reflected by the different performance measures. The PCC, PCC-O, and concordance index reflect specific confusions occurring for individual phoneme tokens, but do not consider groupings of errors (e.g., phonemes with similar F2 confused, irrespective of F1). This may explain some of the differences between PCI, PCC-O, and NMSD trends in general.
H. Selection of the most appropriate synthesis signal
The present study showed that a number of adjustments to an acoustic model could improve correspondence with CI data, which may improve the utility of acoustic models. These adjustments are (1) the careful choice of simulated insertion depth, with the accompanying simulated positioning of electrodes for the synthesis filters and (2) the use of an appropriate synthesis signal. If a study involves only vowel intelligibility, the noise bands with widths of 0.75 mm NN, SS, and varying noise bands (VN) give good correspondence to CI results. For studies where only consonant intelligibility is measured, the MVN, AMN, or TT signals may be used.
For studies where both consonant and vowel intelligibility needs to be measured, the VN, MVN, AMN, TT, and NN signals appear best (in that order). Considering the importance of the NMSD measure when using information transmission analysis, the AMN and TT signals are not recommended due to their poor performance for vowel NMSD [ Fig. 6(a) ]. Similarly, NN is not recommended due to its poor performance for consonant NMSD [ Fig. 6(b) ]. MVN and VN both have satisfactory performance for both vowel and consonant NMSD. Figure 4 shows that MVN and VN results differ non-significantly from CI listener results for all vowel attributes. MVN results differ significantly from CI listener results for four consonant attributes (Table II and Fig. 4) . VN results also differ from CI consonant results for these four attributes (but more significantly so for affrication and manner of articulation), as well as for voicing and amplitude envelope. Although the VN signal is easier to construct, it does appear that MVN gives better correspondence with CI data when looking at the pattern of statistical differences shown in Fig. 4 .
I. Implications for CI listeners
Even though some signals were identified as better performers than others, each of the signals had difficulty in modeling some aspects of speech intelligibility. For example, the AMN signal did not model affrication well [Fig. 5(a) ], but had good performance for consonant attributes and also phoneme attributes taken together [Figs. 6(b) and (c)]. The prevalent confusions in CI listener results did not correspond well with any of the prevalent confusions of the synthesis signal results. This emphasizes that acoustic models can predict confusion categories (as measured through information transmission analysis, as confirmed in this article) when the synthesis signal is judiciously chosen, but they generally do not predict specific confusions. This is generally true and is a fundamental limitation of acoustic models. This does not negate the utility of acoustic models in directing designs or interpreting CI findings, provided that these limitations are acknowledged. Specifically, lack of correspondence between acoustic model outcomes and CI results for particular attributes may be an indication of a modeling deficiency of some aspect of CI perception, which may lead to misinterpretation of results. Also, of course, although there are observed confusion trends among CI listeners, specific confusions vary greatly among these listeners. Models should rightly predict trends in feature information transmission, and not specific confusions.
Other aspects of the present acoustic model (which is representative of acoustic models generally found in literature) may need further development to improve correspondence with CI data for various experimental conditions and performance measures. Finally, correspondence with CI listener data for a wider range of environments (performance should be tested in noise), processing algorithms (e.g., CIS processing) and speech material must be tested to extend the applicability of the present study results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
(1) With the correct modeling choices, acoustic models may predict average trends of phoneme perception observed in CI users. Trends in categories of phoneme confusions may be modeled correctly, but, irrespective of synthesis signal used, acoustic models generally do not predict specific phoneme confusions found in CI listener results. Although this appears to be a fundamental limitation of acoustic models, this does not negate their value. (2) Correspondence with CI listener results, using acoustic models of CIs, may be improved for a variety of performance measures by appropriate choice of synthesis signal. The choice of the synthesis signal depends also on the speech material tested, since vowel performance and consonant performance are not predicted best by the same synthesis signal. (3) Synthesis signals that give best correspondence with CI results are those that model narrow spread of excitation (best correspondence with vowel perception of CI users) and those that use modulated signals (best correspondence with CI user consonant perception). Synthesis signals VN, MVN, and AMN provide the best performance when both vowels and consonants are tested in acoustic simulation studies. Based on a qualitative evaluation of the different performance measures, the MVN signal is recommended. (4) The choice of performance measure influences the observed correspondence between CI listener data and NH listener acoustic model results. The information transmission analysis-based NMSD performance measure appears to be the most useful choice of performance measure.
